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Patronize LOBO Advertisers

Lobes Bolstered
By. Mel's Return ,
With New Mexico's Mel Daniels back in the groove the chances
for the Lobos taking victories over
Brigham Young and Utah on the
road this weekend grow brighter.
Daniels scored 34 points against
Denver and led the W olfpaek in
rebounding. He is leading all Lobo
scorers with a 20.8 .average. The
closest man to him in scoring is
Bill Morgan with a 13.5 overage.
Coach King says that Daniels
appears to be "ready" and was
highly pleased with his performance against the Denver Pioneers
on Saturday night. He also had
praise fpr Jim, Patterson, Jim
Howard and Jim Jolutson.
Against Wyoming Daniels got
20 points and pulled down 15 rebounds. The DU game was the
fifth in which he has hit SO or
more points and the 54 point
weekend upped his season total
to 396 points.
Ben Monroe and Jim Patterson
follow Daniels and Morgan in
scoring. Monroe is hitting the
nets at a 12.8 clip and Patterson
is averaging 11 points per game.
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JOHNSTON
ON
WAY UP

Lost P\oce Lobos
1oke to the Rood
The UNM basketballers, in the
unfamiliar role of cellar dweller,
go back on the road this weekend
for WAC games with fourth place
Brigham Young and league lead- ·
ing Utah.
The Lobos are presently 2-4 .in
the race after taking their knocks
last week in Wyoming. Wyoming
blasted the Lobos 104-85 last F.riday but the Lobos rebounded the
following night with an 86-77 nonconference win over Denver. The
split on the road gives Coach Bob
King's club a 14-6 mark for Friday's game with BYU in Provo
and Saturday's clash in Salt Lake
with Utah.
New Mexico has to break out
of its present losing streak if it
hopes to finish above last place
but it will be a tough assignment
this week. The Lobos opened
leagUe play with wins over Wyoming (69-57) and Brigham
Young (81-78) but since then has
lost four straight. It ali started
with a last second 57-55 loss to
Utah and since then UNM has
been dropped by Arizona in two
overtimes, Arizona State by six
points and Wyoming by 19 points.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertlollll
muat be aubmitted by noon on day before
Sam Snead is favored to win pUblication to Room 159, Student Publioahis third straight PGA seniors tion• Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
.
FOR SALE
trophy . championship at Palm '55 BUICK
Tudor, $175,00, Anytime after
5 p.m. call 247·4672. 307'h Stanford BE.
Beach, Florida, this week. Snead,
2/23, 24, 25.
who is 52, heads the list of enGOOD
used
furniture
made
by
Drexel : 1
tries in the 115-thousand-dollar
bedroom suite, 1 dining room suite, one
tourney that opens Thursday and
small cabinet. Call R. D. Norman : omce,
277·3205 or home, 256-6577.
2/23-3/10
runs through Sunday. Golfers
PERSONALS
must be at least 50 years old to FLYING-Flying at the cost of Bharlng
expenses (about $5.00 per hour), LEARN
compete.
the basiCll of flight thec!ry and application.
-~~--Call. Wade Helm, 247·1125.
S:ERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair, Spedal
rates to UNM student. on all maehinl!ll.
The Philosophy Club will meet
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Type•
Feb. 27, 7:30 p.m., at 20~ Spruce
writel.' Service. 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.
NE. Carl A. Calvert wdl , spe~k
PERSONALIZED and ereatlve alteratlonl
011 "lnductioll and Deduet.IOn . m
and rt!lb'ling. Sewing and mending. Mn.
Aristofle's , Theory of SCienttfie
. Holl.w1 2G7 Stanford BE (close to Unlver'11
.,
\!·2·7533,
,
Knowledge. ~ . • ·:t t', • ., 1 t , t ' ' '~ " ,lty),
. jP}IPilC!f
;,
~ ,,
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Philosophy Group
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THE ISRAELIAN POTI'ERY IS held by Indian student Piyush
Shah who is in native dress for the Fourth Annual International
Festival Sunday. With Shah is Jane Zion, fine arts major, who
lived ten years in Israel.
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Cramming
Clowning

Crashing
Pubbing
Frugging
I.
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lMilfo
Wrr~ml~ll®lf
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PE
Shirts and
of
FORTREL:'1 and cotton

Write now for Summ"r Bulletin, class
schedule and application for Summer
Quarter Registration to:
Director of. Summer Q.uorterCalifornia Wuterri' University

3902 lomaland Drive
San Diego, California 92106 ·

From dawn to
they're really with it ... Permanently pressed 50% FO~P-QI3!:;
ester and 50% cotton make Mr.
Wrangler your best buddy from
early classe!l to just-one-morefrug at midnight ••• and they're
guaranteed for one year's notmal
wear.
They stay like new forever. In a
fuU range of colors and styln.

SEE

IIMII'S

201 1 SW

FOR FAMOUS
MR. WRANGX.ER
SHIRTS & SLACKS

or write

At New Orleans

Navy ROTC Drill Team
Wins Ma.rdi Gras l-lonors
By MIKE MONTGOMERY
The Drill Team and Sword
Team of the UNM Naval Reserve
Officexs Training Corps took top
honors in drill competition at the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans last
Sunday,
The as memb!!r combined Drill
and Sword t.,am Jllll<'P<I flr"t

San Diego, Calil.
Three Week Graduate Courses starting
June 27, July 18 and August 8. Eleven
Week Undergraduate Quarter June 20Sept. 2.
Nationally prominent visiting faculty
inc I u de Mauree Applegate, James
Costar, A. Sterl Artley, Frank Mcintyre,
Hermon Estrin, Leslie MacMit~hell and
others.
Special courses in ~uidance, Profes•
sional Standards,
Creative Writing,
Teaching the Mentally Retarded, Teach·
ing of Reading, and others.
Campus overlooks the Pacific Ocean
providing a cool climate.
On campus dormitory Facilities avai I·
able for single and married students.
Outstand•ng recreational and entertain·
men! opportu~itfes including beaches,
soiling, surfing, fishing, Old Mexico,
Sea World, San Diego Zoo, Balboa Park,
open air Light Operas and Symphonies,
National Shakespeare Festival.
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Medical School Expanded Huber ond Webru;..
T 0 Four-Year Curriculum Disagree on Right

3 Exhibits Open
At Art Museum

WESTERN
UNIVERSITY

·,

Council Asks Pu Oard
To Clarify. Negotiations

Glenn Yarbrough
Will Appear Here

MEL DANIELS

,.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Don Hoover, the fifth starter_ is
averaging 6.6 points per game.
UNM's offense is now averaging 77.2 points per game while
the defense is giving up 66,3. The
Lobos continue to dominate the
boards with a 946-756 edge over
its 20 opponents.
New Mexico is the current cellar dweller, but with Daniels' l'eturn to full-time. action, the Runnin' Redsldns and Brigham Young
Cougars :ilre S';lrely bolstering
their defenses.

Three exhibits associated with
the art. colony of Taos will open
Sunday at the UNM Art Museum
in the Fine Arts Center. There
will be a reception open to the
public from 1 until 5 o'clock.
Scheduled to hang through
March 13, the shows will include
75 drawings of Andrew Dasburg,
a noted artist who has lived in
New l\'lexico for many years. Six
years ago he was . honored by a
retrospective exhibiti!>n circulated
nationally by The American Federation of Arts under a Ford
Foundation
Grant.
Glenn Yarbrough, a crooner
with a classical background, will
The second exhibit will repreappear March 1 in concert at the sent the collection of William H.
UNM Student Union ballroom.
and Rebecca Salsbury James. This
Currently on a cross-country exhibition is an important one.
tour, Yarbrough will be in Albu- It has been assembled over a
querque under sponsorship of the pexiod of many years by Mr. and
Deseret Club, campus organiza- Mrs. James, who have personally
tion for Mormon students on known many of the artists. Incampus.
cluded among the works will be
The concert is the second pre- those of John Marin, Georgia
sented by the Deseret Club which O'Keefe, Alfred Stieglitz and
brought the Three D's in concert Marsden Hartley. Mrs. James is
herself a noted artist of Taos.
last ye~J.r.
The remaining collection in"1Cnown for such records as
"Baby the Rain Must Fall" and dudes 19th century Japanese
''It's Gonna Be Fine," Yarbrough prints from the collection of Mrs.
began his singing career as a Joseph A. Imhof. Now in her 90s,
soloist at Grance Church in New Mrs. Imhof is the widow of the
internationally known painter
York at the age of eight.
He attended St. John's College whose paintings of Indians occuin Annapolis, the "Great Books" pied the main gallery of the Ancollege, and later studied classical thropology Museum.
A continuing show in the Art
Greek and Pre-Socratic philosoMuseum
includes recent paintings
phy at Mexico City with thoughts
by
'Jess
Reichek who works priof becoming a philosophy promarily
in
black and white.
fessor.
General chairman of the coming
concert is Mark Young, AlbuquerWAC College Bowl
que, president of the Deseret
UNM
representatives of the
Club. He has placed tickets on
Western
Collegiate Association
sale at the Student Union ticket
are
looking
for students and facbooth, Record Rendezvous in Winulty
to
participate
in the WAC
xoek and Reidling's Music Co.
College Bowl. The. program simiJar to the G.E. College Bowl will
be held in Salt Lake City at BrigTwo Scholarships
The Faculty Women's Club is ham Young University April 1-2.
offering· two scholarships to
SUMMER SESSION
junior or senior women. Applications for the $175.50 scholarship
By The Sea
must be in the Student Aid office
before. nrareh 15.
CALIFORNIA
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Students Debate
Unity in Religion
By YOLA GUADI
The first in n series of lecturediscussions involving the verious aspects of the "New Reformation" of the Catholic Church
was sponsored by the Newman
Center last night.
The problem of bringing about
contemporary unity in religion
was explored in a discussion led
by Rev. Gilbert Roxburgh. O.P. of
the Newman Center and Mr. Norman Thorson of Luther House.
Although the basic defferences
between the Catholic and Lutheran. religions were used as points
of departure for the discussion,
they were shown to illustrate the
reasons fo rlaek of unity between
all Chistian religions.
Father Uoxburgh observed, at
the beginning of the discussion,
that Christianity as it is now is
fragmented, "torn apart" and opposed to biblical design; a basic
• fault stemming from the misunderstandings of men as they have
interpreted the meaning of Christianity.
Unitey not uniformity, according to Father Roxburgh, will be
the basis of any progressions toward Christian undestanding, He
said that the theological realities
of baptism involve men in a membership in Christ and no matter
how the baptism ·occurs, it raises
one to supernatural life.
Mr. Thorson, campus chaplin
of J,uther Hpuse, explained that
he believes the main differences
arise from the prin1ary fact that
the true nature of the church is
not understood. He said that most
Christ.ians profess faith in the
same Lord and the same sacra·
mental beliefs but that semantics
are often a barrier to unity. People, he pbserved, often mean to
say the same' things, but due to
small differences barriers to Uti•
derstanding are built and they
fail to communicate,

among 40 other drill teams if! the
"All America Drill Competition"
held during the Thoth Parades
and was awarded an engraved
two-foot trophy fo1· their performance as W!!ll as being assured of another invitation to the
Mardi Gras next year.
In ::.ddlt:ion tv the Thoth

p~

rade, the team marched in two
other parades, Comus and Protins, the latter being the oldest
of all Mardi Gras parades. The
Drill Team's precision routines
included the firing of blank ammunition (450 rounds) and integrated
sword twirling, much to the en·
joymcnt of the eetimated one million spectators.
Drill Team Commander Brian
Webber said that by the third
parade the crowds "knew we were
from Now Mexico and shouted
for us to fire the blanks and throw
our rifles around. Oux reputation
got around pretty fast.
The team was berthed aboard
the USS Lexington, CVS 16,
moored to the Esplanade St.
wharf in the French Quarter.
Money for the trip came from
the NROTC Wardroom Society
and that earned by team members
in cleaning Johnson Gym after all
home basketball games.
This was the second year in a
row that the NROTC Drill Team
has placed in Mardi Gras competition. Lost year's efforts netted
them only fourth place. The team
returned yesterday.

A recommendation to extend the are estimated to be not more than
present two-year curricula of the 50 per cent greater, in any given
UNM School of Medicine to four year, than the cost of continuing
years was approved and money the existing program.
was appropriated by the state
7-.There would be no need for
legislature for that purpose.
major increase in capital outlay
The recommendation was made for :;;everal years.
8-Changes on the nationai
by br. Solomon Papper, chairman
scene indicate a real change in
of the School of Medicine.
Pappe1• based his recommenda- the basic setting for medical education.
tions on the following factors:
9-The attitude of the national
1-The improved quality of the leadership
in medical education
students.
reflects a major change in per2-Students currently enrolled spective toward two-year medical
in the two-year program have ex- schools.
·
pressed strong interest in re10--Present facilities and the
maining at UNM to earn their present nucleus of the stalf indiMD degrees.
cate the development of a high
3-Staff recruiting is inhibited quality program for the third and
by the limitations of the two-year fourth years.
school.
Next year UNM's medical
4-The design of the curricu- school will offer a three-year prolum is limited by the wide variety gram, and the following year it
of the medical schools to which will be a full-fledged four-year
the two-year students must trans- medical school.
fer.
5-Students tend to stay on for
their internship, residency txaining and medical practice in the
place where they obtained their
degree.
6-Cos;ts of expanding from a

'J

To Acquire Debts ·

Dean William Huber, Chairman
of Publications Board appeared
before Student Council last night
to clarify a proposal by Pub
Board that the ASUNM pay-off
debts outstanding on the Publications annex and the new offset
press.
Huber explained that Pub Board
has negotiated a 30 yeax contract
at 5% interest with the UNM,
paying $1,550 yearly on the Pub<;..;~ '
lications annex and the new press.
Principle on the annex is now
down to $14,000. The offset press
cost about $14,000.
Council Would Save
Huber noted that Council had
recently invested part of the
Reserve Fund at two to four percent interest. Council would make
a savings, he contended, by paying off the Pub Board debt with
those funds and thus saving the
5% interest which would amount
to almost $8,000 over the 30 year
period.
Ex officio Councilman Jac~
Wel>er
enarged tba,t tbe c\el>\1} in-.
~?-~_e!_r~to a..!o':l::~':':':~.Jlro~a~
eurred by 'Pub Board were teehrii-caJ!y i!!ega!. He pointed cut that
By KAY .AMU.AHO
Pub
Board bad never conferred
LOBO Stalf Writer
with Council concerning the pun· ·"
All bad men stories contain chase of a new press.
the same fights, murders, and jail
Autcc~nompus Power
breaks, said Dr. Edward M. WilHuber responded that when
son ina talg last evening on the
funds
axe allocated to Pub Board,
AUSTIN, Tex. (CPS) - The bad bad men and the good bad the board should have the autoTexas Student Publications Board men of Spanish literature.
nomous power as publisher to diof Directors voted to halt the
It wasn't until the second half rect the use of those funds. Huber
publication of the Texas Ranger, of the 17th century that bad men pointed out that Pub Board makes
the University of Texas humor · became a topic for writers. The more money from advertising
magazine, until the staff could de- "so called literature" Wilson than it receives from ASUNM
sign a new covex for the February said, "was written for those peo- government. He describ~d the
edition.
ple who wanted violence repeated ultimate goal pf Pub Board to be
The planned cover was a mock- over and over again.
the establishment of a "free
The typical bad woman began press," independent of subsidy by
up label of a patent medicine medicine with a picture of President her life of wrong doing because student government.
Johnson, wearing a string wig of a mistake or loss in loce, they
Huber .added that some years
and "a race as long as a hound then start doing their bad deed§, ago Pub Board had, in its charter,
dog's," according to Rangel' edi- and then return to normal life and declared itself to be the publisher
wait for help.
tor Byron Black.
of the LOBO. The charter was apThe label on the cover was
Wilson doesn't feel that there proved by the Student Council at
"Mothex Baines Snake Oil Elixir." was much literary quality in the that time. Huber interp1·eted the
After the decision to stop pro- literature of the time, but the im- charter to mean that Pub Boat!l'"p
duction of the covex, the picture portance was in filling in the has autonomity in the directing
of student publications.
was distributed nationally by the background of the time and era.
United Press International newsWilson was educated at CamAPOAgxees
wire. But on the Texas campus, bridge and received his dactorate
Don Murphy, Vice president of
the board ruled that the student there. He was in Spain in 1936 Alpha Phi Omega, National Servpaper, the Daily Texan, could not when the Civil War broke out, and ice Fraternity informed Council
use a picture of the controversial had to be evacuated. He was given that APO would agree to concover with a news story about the a full professorship at Cambridge duct the proposed Student Book
decision.
in 1953.
Exchange under certain conditions.
Murphy's alternative proposal
included a 5<;~ increase in the
price . of books. This increase
would be kept by APO to defray
the bookkeeping expenses inOne of the demonstrators unThe Defense Secretary's com- volved in the exchange.
furled six Viet Cong flags, each ments were made in the annual
Webex told Council that
containing a yellow star over two "Military Posture Statement" pre- heJack
hoped a three ·week session of
broad bands of orange and blue. sented to the Senate Armed Serv- the proposed "free university"
A police officer assigned to con- ices committee. Nor did McNabe held at UNM after mid
trol the crowd asked the young mara say w:hether he believed a could
term.
"•.•l
man what kind of flag it was. He reserve caU-up would be necesFree
University
1•eplied, "That's the flag of the sary to maintain the present pace
The "free university," accordNational Liberation Front, the po- of combat in Viet Nam. But he
litical arm of the Viet Cong." He did reveal that because of in· ing to the proposal made last
refused to give his name to news- creasing North Vietnamese and week would offer courses treating
men.
Viet Cong strength in South Viet subjects not ordinarily olfered in
Nam, more U.S. troops would be a university curriculum. Classes
would be held in e seminar form.
McNamara Says More Troops
needed.
Volunteer p1•ofessors would con•
Are Needed
Wilson Ge(s "A Line Open"
duct th ecourses for interested
WASIIINGTON-·Defense SecTo Hanoi .
students.
retary McNamara said yesterday
that some or nil of the nation's
MOSCOW - Prime Minister
Weber reported that the "free
military reserves might be called Wilson says Britain succeeded in university" was discussed at the
to active duty if the Communists "getting a line open" to the Com- last meeting of the Committee on
widen the war in Southeast Asia. munist North Vietnamese capi- the University, and that he and
McNamara did not state whether tal o:f Hanoi yestorday on pos- · Doug Browning had been aphe- specifically meant tlt'e ·Viet~ sible negotiations to end the Viet · pointed. to look' into the possibili.
namese war.
(Continued on page 3)
ties of the proposal.

Spanish Writers
Favor Bod Men

Texas Officials Halt
Magazines Release

Johnson's Speech Picketed
By United Press International
NEW YORK-Anti-Viet Nam
policy tJickets turned out by the
thousands last night in New York
City. They massed behind barricades a block from the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel where President
Johnson made a speech later in
the evening and received the 1966
Freedom House Award.
Police estimated more than
3,000 demonstrators were there.
Some of them waved Communist
Viet Cong flags. Most newsmen
un the scene disputed the police
estimate, saying that it was too
low. Newsmen placed the number
between 3,500 and 4,000.
' The bart·icades originally had
been set up the length of one
bloc!\, but it wasn't enough and
police hnd to extend the line another block as the crowd o.£ antiwar pickets swelled,
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(Continued from page 1)
Nam war. But Wilson, in a Moscow speech, told his live television
audience not to be too optimistic
about the prospect .of an early
settlement between North Viet
Nam and the U.S.

3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

Study in
Guadolajora, Mexico

LISTEN TO KNMD

1 2 3 4

Johnson's Speech

Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Unusual Things From

---------------1
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Thousands Picket
-
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STUPENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
ALSO: Flats $1.00
. Lube $1,00
501 YALE S.E.
247-0858
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Viet Rood: Show:

' '
'
. W ASHING'CON. (CPS). - A
group . <J-tudent.s from . three
Washington universities has won
approval .from the State Departmenf of an .idea t(i.'show $oldiers
in Viet Nam that:~'stU:denhi ca;fe.'~
· The students are organ1zing a
road :;how ·.a.tid will . go to Viet
Na'!U, at·'go:VerlJ:ment ·exp'ense; in
· either April or·June. Final word
. from the .State Depai·tment on the
. script for .the. snow and.\vhether
the group will 'toni' · duririg its
break in April or immediately
a~er graduation in June has not
conte through as yet.
Two scripts have been prepared
and the State Department will de"LOOK MAW NO HANDS!" Harry L. White, senior electrical
cide which ontds t~J be used. One
engineering
student demonstrates to Carol Roth hpw magnetic
is a straight musical comedy on
ftow.
can
~ais~ a disk. The d~monstration is part of the College of
the "boy meet!; girl"· theme and
Engmeermg open house Fr1day from 9 a.m. t!i 9 p.m. and Saturthe other is a series of shorts
day
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
based on the· "That Was the
Week That Was" format.
The idea ·originated· with Bob
The Intra American Forum of
The UNM American Field
Johnson, an American UniversitY
Social
Studies will meet this Service Club will hold a meeting
junior, who d11cided students
"should do something" about. Viet Thursday, 7 p.m. in Education for election of officers Friday at
, Nam. The idea came, he said1 206, Dr. Nason will speak on 3:30 in Room 231-B of the Union.
· after a series of petitions went "Literature and Marxism in Latin All interested persons are invited
to attend.
around the AU campus last No- America.''
vember. ·
Johnson took his idea to several
J,lrpfessors and one of them presented it to Presidential Assistant
.,A:IcGeorge Bundy. Bundy referred
• the matter to the Viet Nam desk
of the State Department and
Johnson appeared before the Psychological ·Warfare Committee,
the multi-agency group that
handles such matters relating to
war .zones.
·
·
The committee was favorably
impr11ssed and recommended the
idea, and the official invitation
came from the U.S. ambassador
to South Viet Nam, Henry Cabot
Lodge.
Auditions are now being held
to fill the cast of the road show
at American, Georgetown University and Howard University. A

.

Humphrey Briefs Johnson
On Asian Tour
WASHINGTON - Vice President Humphrey has returned to
Washington to give President
Johnson a first-hand report on his
trip to Asia, Humphrey returned
yesterday morning from a ninenation tour which began after
Mr. Johnson's Honolulu conference with South VietNam leaders.
Humphrey told newsmen in Seoul,
his last stop, that all except one
of the countries he visited were
concerned about the threat of
Communist China. Pakistan was
. more worried about India following the Kashmir war. The President, greeting Humphrey, .said he
though the trip had led to increased understanding of U.S.
policy in Viet Nam.

Toe Guadalajara Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford University, University of California, and Gua·
dalajara, will offer June 27 to August
a, art, folklore, geography, history,
language and literature courses. Tui·
lion, board and room is $265, Write
Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Box 7227,
Stanford, Calif.

AFS Meeting

House Approves Extra Taxes
CAPITOL HILL - A $6 billion
administration request for more
taxes js on the way to the Senate
after House passage yesterday.
The :{louse first turned down a Republican effort to eliminate some
excise tax increases (automobile ·
and telephone) from President
Johnson's request, designed to
meet the rising cost of the Vietnamese war and combat rising
prices. The House then voted for
the bill, 246 to 146.
Anti-Communist Riot in Jakarta
SINGAPORE - Student antiCommunist demonstrations forced
patrolling troops to turn Jakarta
into an armed camp yesterday.

cast of about 65 will eventua\ly
be chosen and a staff of 11 will

Witnesses returning to Singapore

also make the trip.
The number of performances
.,"""tbd the itinerary has yet to be
decided by the State Department.

from the. Indonesian capital reported that five lives have ·been
lost in the uprisings. The travelers said that all casualties occut·red when a group of some 300
anti-Communist students converged on President Sukarno's
palace to protest the oustcl' of
Indonesia's former Defense Ministei·.

Dames Will Meet
The UNM Kappa Dames Club
will meet Feb. 24, in the Mesa
Lounge of the Union at 7:45 p.m.
Mrs. James Cooper will show
slides of her European vacation.
All married women and wives of
married students ' are invited to
attend.

Apollo Launch Postponed Again
CAPE KENNEDY- The U.S.
Space Agency has. delayed the
launch of the first unmanned
Apollo spaceship for a second day
because of bad weather. However,
space officials went ahead with
plans to orbit a Tiros weather satellite today, which, if successfully
accomplished, will complete the
nation's two-satellite, full time
weather watching system. The
Apallo launch has been rescheduled, tentatively, for Friday.
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Coerrisht 1966 PeterS. Fischer

No.ADI

Solve the P!IZZie br fllllns In the clun, 1·1& down. Numbere otter eoch clue lndlcot.
the lettlore per woi'd. Skip o spoc:e between words. Lett.re spotted throuldlout the
puzzle ore there to help rou determine where to posHion rour onswer. 11\e puzzle
onswers will oppeer In the bordered horlzontol linn •

7. If the King of England played
·
Carbine Williams (5, 6)
8. What Tom Mix does in the last
reel (5, 3)
9. Clark Gable in the middle of Lilli
and Carroll (3, 3, 3, 2)
10. Describing that diner on the
corner (3, 6, 5)
11. Judy (6)
12. Sbe played Miss Subways (4, 5)
13•. Dope peddler in Man With the
Golden Ann (6)
.
14. Oscar winner, winner, winner (7)
15. He played pitcher Paul Dean (6)
16. He played pitcher Grover Cleveland Ale:under (6)

· The Puzzle
Today you're looking for the name of
a popular radio show plus the name
oftheactorwhos~andthename

of one of the pnncapal characters.

TheOuee
1. Joan Leslie as an All-American
Girl (4)
2. Father Wore Spats (3, 6)
3. Epithet from a Mummy (5)
4. Howard Keel Biblical Role (3, 9)
5. Wbere Bogie would sit on Judgment Day (3, 4, 4)
6. Donald's darling (5, 4)

THE LOW COST
pleasant surprise.
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Fresh as a summer breeze.

Smart, cool chalk whites.
Select necklaces, bracelets
and earrings. See the dra·
matic opera, princess
lengths and the season's all
important ropes. Lovely to
fool:: at , •• refreshing io
wear. Priced for every
budget.
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Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Different Things From

LISTEN TO KNMD

NEXT TIME IlL WEAR.MV

selected from the
country's top ranks of engineering,
marketing and manufacturing
experts.
If you want to work and study
and get ahead in this kind of com·
pany, this company wants you.
Come to General Electric, where
the young men are important men.

i9¥ rs k OwM.IIMJ•*"' 11'*1

YOU CAN EAt at the COL·

•.

Most women are not so yoUng
as they are painted.-Sir Max
Beerbohm.

' ; ;-'

<~professors,"

want to strengthen your grip on the
subject that interests you. General
Electric runs one of the world's
largest "graduate schools,,. with
courses in everything from advertising to microelectronics. You can
stay on top of developments in your
field by periodically going to school
at G.E.••• and learning from. G·E

Officers Elected
The new president of Chi
Omega social sorority at UNM,
Dixie. Partee, was formally installed at a meeting a'j:ter a dinner at the Chi Omega house for
active and pledge members. Other
new officers are the misses Marilyn Hildner, vice president; Donna
Miller, secretary; Jeanne Ray,
treasurer, and Sue Birge, pledge
trainer.

,

Something that will help move your
career along at a healthy clip is a
strong, steady hand when responsi·
pility and important duties are
thrust upon you. Plus a firm grip on
your special field of interest,
whether it's marketing, finance or
nudear physics.
And it won't hurt a bit if you aJso

N

A

A

Asecret handshake won't help you
make \!P. at General Electric.

PK(jANIZATIONS - plan your
parties and meetings with us.
Complete facilities for banquets, dances, lectures, conferences and group meetings.

LISTEN
T" KNMD

Yesterday•s Answers

I

303 ASH NE
DIAL 243-2881

DEDICATED to service to the
University student body, administrators, alumni, faculty
and staff.
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EDUCATING· DISADVANTAGED
American universities are inc1·easingly making a genuine
effort to locate promising students from deprived backgrounds, with a view to giving them the opportunity to acquire a first-rate college education.
One stumbling block for the bright student with poor
schooling and home background has been his inability to
compete on college entrance examinations. HaTvard has been
pioneering in the admission of disadvantaged students in
spite of their relatively low college-bom·d scores.
· It has found that of those specially 1·ecruited students of
' poor background, more than half of whom have been Negro,
'i"ul
~ a number have graduated with honors and with scholarships
for advanced work. In fact, the over-all scholastic record of
those so admitted compares quite favorably with the attainments of Harvard's more advantaged and high-scoring students.
Harvard, moreover, has made considerable headway in the
difficult task of locating disadvantaged but promising students. It not only relies on the schools, some of which are unaccredited, but it is turning for advice to community organizations working with. the poor.
It looks to anyone who can lead the way to young men of
leadership potential or academic promise. Its own alumni frequently do on-the-s})Ot interviewing. Then ).t makes its s~ec

tion with great care since it wants to be fair to the· young
men themselves who, after all, run the risk of failure.
.,
•
'For all of its unsolved educational problems, the United
States can count among its achievements the leadership it
has shown in bringing higher education to able students who,
left to their own resources, could not afford it.
Harvard's special contribution has been its readiness to
call into question the weight given the college entrance examinations.
. The days of slavish reliance on the results of these tests
alone are numbered. And the same should be true for all testing, academic and psychological. Tests are but imperfect aids
in making a most difficult and complex assessment. Society
will greatly benefit if it can throw off its present tendency
to stand in awe of examinations.
-Christian Science Monitor

.
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''EVERY TIME ONE FLIES OVER, I'VE GOTTA'
SEND A HAT TO THE CLEANER$.''
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Anthropologists, economists and
sociologists from Colorado, California, New Mexico and Adzona
will meet to discuss food and nutrition at the UNM Student Union
Building on Feb. 25 and 26. Ruth
B. Harris, pl•ofessor of home economics at UNM, is chairman of
the session.

•

Theresa Tapia, an AlbuQuerQUe
sophomore, has been named commanding officer of the Women'a
,Auxiliary to Arnold Air SocieLy
at UNM. Other new Angel Flight
Officers are: Karen White of Albuquerque, administration; Cheryl
Porter of Los Alamos, executive;
Marilyn Stout of Artesia, operations; Madeline Misldmins of El
Paso, personnel.

•

Glen~ Yarbrough, a classical

singer, will appear in concel·t at
the UNM Student Union ballroom
on March 1. Sponsor of the event
is the Desm·et Club, organization
for Mormon students on campus.
Tickets are on sale at the Student
U rtion ticket booth, Reiord Rendezvous in Winrock and Reidling's
Music Company_.

•

A pl'ofessor of chemistry at
UNM, Dr. Glenn A. Crosby, will
attend the 16th annual meeting
of the Societe de Chimie PhysiQUe
in Pal'is, May 31 to June 3. Dr.
Cl'Osby's specialty is working with
the spectroscope, .an instrument
for measuring optical spectrucs.

•

Professor Wayne C. Eubank,
chairman of the UNM speech department, will reveal his personal
philosophy to the UNM Faculty
Women's Club on Wednesday,
March 2, at 2 p.m., in Room 231
of the Student Union Building.
The title of his talk is "The Only
Thing in Life Worth Remembering}'

•

D.r. Edward Maryon Wilson,

British Hispanist, is the speaker
in the seventh UNM Modern
Languages departlnent lecture.
The lecture called "Some Spanish
Dick Turpins, or Bad Men in Bad
Ballads,'' will deal with 18th century verse about heroic crimes of
smugglers and highwaymen. The
lecture will be heard at in the
Kiva at the UNM college of education at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Feb. 23.

•

Dr. RobLrt Doxtator, UN.l\1 professor of education and Dr. Frank
Iklc, UNM professor of history,
attended a conference at the University of Arizona in Tucson ovel'
the weekend. Dr. Ilde was a featured speaker on Modern Problems of Japan.

Uncle· C:oms

CARROl CAGLE

Qa66iu

on

The University
We must, in o~·der to determine
if the universitY if fulfilling its
pu1•pose, find out what that pu~·
pose is. It is not an easy analysiS
to mah;e, but it is imperative that
we try.
One way of · appro;whing the
analysis is to note there is a conflict between approaches to higher
education. A comparatively recent newcomer appears to be in
the ascendency.
This view holds that the university has a responsibility to society, 'i.e., it must return society's
investment of money with a
product-educated men,
The concept of educated men is
what is new. The new aJJproach
holds that an educated ma nis an
expert who can perform certain,
highly specialized functions.
Society needs 100,000 technicians in a certain field, so it sees
that the univel·sities develop programs of ~tudy with this end in
mind. Thi sapproach we shall call
the "investment" concept.
It is in contrast with the ntore
traditional concept, whose aim
also is to produce educated men.
The difference is in how we define "educated men." The investment concept habltua!Iy views
men as personnel, a rather cold
term; the traditional concept sees
1nen as uniQue individuals.
To explore further, the educated man is a thinking man, not
a rather narrow expert who has
been produced because a technological society so demanded. He
may not know as much in any particular field as an expert in tha~
field, but he can apply his power
of l'easoning and his intellect to
broader fields. He has an overview, as it were.
In addition, he can, if necessary, focus his intellectual power
upon particular problems just as
the expert can. A society composed of such men would not be
a .. splintered; ..alienated .societ)'
such as we live in now. Have you
ever seen a physics professor and
a sociology prof~ssor walking
about campus, talking?
More frightening, this fragmentation begins earlier. Juniors or
seniors in geology, more aften
than not, are well acquainted
only with . other juniors and
seniors in geology.
The fhole emphasis in the university, beginning in the freshman year, is to speciaii1.c, specialize, specialize. Granted, the
university may not officially encourage sue ha routine in so many
words. But a look at catalog reQUil'ements persuades us othel'wise.
The tragedy of such· a course
is that we end up with people who
cannot pnderstand each other, ex-

LETTERS
l'OOU COVERAGE
Gentlement:
In your edition of Feb. 18 you
headline a Hpeech by John Lewis
the chairman of SNCC. On page
thr~e you report a lectu1•e by Lenore D. Hanks to the UNM chapter of the Christian Science Organization.
As it happens on l<'riday, Feb.
18, Dr. Paul Cohen, respected as
one of the world's greatest mathematicians, completed the second
of two lectures he gave at UNM
on the continuum hypothesis.
When as eminent a scientist
as D1·. Cohen lectures at our University' it is surely an event of
interest to the entire academic
community and it is an event
which the student newspaper
might take pride in reporting.
It appears that an ytiresome
exhibitionist group, such as the
W.E.B. DuBois club, will be pub·
licized in the LOBO ad nasueum;
but that the visit to the University b ya world renowned scholar
does not merit a single lirtc.
' Sincerely yours,
David I.,. Burdick
Graduate Student
Mathematics Del)artment
(EDI'rORS NOTE - Dear Mr.
Burdick, in reading over our four

cept in the most rudilne~hn·y
sense of the word,
·In a world that is ruch and full
of hope in so many ways, .we see
people that go about their business, unseeing, like ships passing in the night.
It is saddening that the universities, of all institutions, should
be lal'gely l·esponsible for such a
situation.
'!'hey have become so because
they have abrogated their responsibility of remaining independent
centers of learning, rather &loof
from society's clamoring demands.
Paradoxically, by catering to fluctuating demands the universities
have done more of a disservice to
society than by remaining critically aloof.
An example which bas been
cited-and there are others-is
that of airplane navigators. After
World War U, navigators were in
keen demand by commercial firms,
so the universities turned out
thousands of qualified navigators.
Later, sophisticated instruments
made human navigators largely
unneccessary.
So society lmd tliousands of
n;1 vigators who knew little but
how to navigate,
·
If the universities had turned
out men capable of thinking, applying their powers of intellect to
navigating planes would not have
been too difficult. Then, when the
need decreased, they could have
moved into other fields, say production of navigation instruments.
It is obvious that some degree
of specialization is needed in a
technological world that does, in
fact, exist.
But it is just as obvious that
it is man's world, not the other
way around. We do not have to
look on in dismay as forces
within our control tdansform us
from human beings into automatons.
The problem of alienation, of
narrow specialization, is of sucll
immense proportions that no one
is quite willing to tackle it. That
is, however, precisely the rea~on
we must begin to face up to 1t.
After a recognition of the tragedy should come some serious dPbate on the possible alternative~.
The proposals should be as bold
as the problem is complelC.

· UNM Orchestra
'I'he UNM Orchestra will present its seco.nd of three concerts
March 1, at 8 :15 p.m., in the
foyer of the Fine Arts Center.
Admission is by student activity
cards, season tickets or individual
tickets which will b eon sale at
the door. Dr. Kurt Frederick,
Professor of Music, conducts the
orchestra.

Lt,th:r-;; are v:dcome.. nn•l should IJc: no

lon~cr thnn 2GO words,_ tYP<.!Writtcn, doub1~
~pnccct Nnme, tde-11hone number unU ml·

dr~=-s must be- in<"luded, nlthough nnmC! will
h<.~ withheld upon rt..'(,UC1$t..-

issues of last week we find that
you at•e quite right about the
omission of an announcement on
Dr. Cohen's lecture. We apolo·
giM and meekly excuse ourselves
by saying that we n•ceivcd 110
news release about Dr, Cohen
from either the University or the
math department, However, we
certainly do not agree that news
produced by either John Lewis
or an "exhibitionist group" isn't
Werth covering to the extent that
we have.)
MORE SOUI.-SEAitCHING
Dear Editor:
On Feb. 17 the Lobo printed a
letter in which very interesting
dialectics were put to work. On
the one hand · the Soviet Union
was denounced for the imprison·
ment o£ two Russi art intellectuals,
and the necessity of dissent in n
socialist society was advocated,
and on the other the. Soviet Union
was called socialist.
In 1957 Leszek Kalnkowsld, a
Polish philosopher wrote thnt socill!ism is not:
·
"A SOCie
' ty m
• wh'Jch· one pel'son in unhapj)y bec&use he says
what he thinks, and another happy
because he does not say what is
in his mind.

"A society in which a person
lives better because be does not
think at all;
"A state whose neighbors curse
geography.
"A state which wants all its citizens to have the same opinions in
philosophy, foreign policy, economics, literature and ethies.
"A state whose government defines its citizens' rights, but whose
citizens do not define the government's rights.
"A state which considers itself
solidly socialist because it has
liquidated private OWllership of
the means of production.
·
"A state which alwa~s. knows
the will of the people before it
asks them.
"A state in which the philoso·
phers and wr~ters always sa~ the
same as the generals and ministers, but always after them.
"A state in whieh the returns
of parliamentary elections are
alw!\ys predictnble/'
Let us be truthful with ours()lves nnd do more soul-searching
and less brain washing. To do
otherwise is to back down from
our responsibility to search for
truth and reality.

Nelson P. Valdes.
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By
Due to the comments that were
made in this column last week
about the sbs vigil, discussion,
etc., I now find that this column
has been the center of debate in
several government classes, and
that I have been labeled as everything from a wild-eyed reactionary to a conservative and
back again. I should like to point
out that I am neither a liberal
nor a conservative, nor a middle
of the road(er), nor Republican
nor Democrat. It seems that the
only fair way to deal with any
serious issue of importance is individually. Therefore, I can be
labeled as a conserbarealmidleftrigthoversexedblonditionist.

* * *

I hope you have all had occasion
to attend the Thunderbird film
series which is presently being
conducted on Sunday afternoons.
I snw the one a week ago Sunday. If you are the type of per.
son who likes experimental films,
you'll really dig these. The :films
I saw were among the sadist
things I've ever seen.

... * *

'I'he Democratic convention was
a very interesting example of political machinery to observe the
other evening. We can gather by
the balloting that John is really
burroughing in for the governorship, Gene is still lusking over
that position also, but Bruce is
not the king that he once thought,
and, while all the other candidates
are still in the running, Roy was
slowed down to a walker.

Article Published
On Conservatives

The virtues of assuming restricted responsibility are pointed
out in a recently published' article
by ,Archie Bahm, UNM philoso.
THOMAS ORMSBY
phy professor.
Dr, Bahm argues in his "Are
the New Conservatives Irresponright here in the West • . . yes, sible?" that the post World War
write down your perplexing love II conservative movement is in&nd emotional problems and send deed characterized by an irresponthem in.
sible attitude toward contempoNow this is serious, so send rary affairs.
·
those letters in today. Keep the
Dr. Bahm points out the similetters short and deliver them larities between the New Condirectly to the LOBO office, or servative and the radicals of the
to the LOBO box in the Activi- ·twenties and the thirties, and
ties Center (Union, upstairs). I claims that both groups advoshall respond with inspiring, stir- cated "an I don't have to want
ring advice for which you shall be to philosophy."
eternally grateful. ,Address all
letters (sealed) to ·~,Ask Ann
Slander," care of the LOBO
Well, the 1966 Mirage is presently wrapping 1lP its final pages
to be sent to the printer, and
DEADLINE is the word of the
day. But the way things have
John Peer Nugent, Newsweek's
been going, the whole staff is first chief African correspondent
DEAD, while Dr. Huber (pub will lecture tonight at 8:15 in the
board chl'mn.) walks the LINE. Union ballroom. The lecture,
",Africa in Revolt-The Congo,"
* * *
Well, the LOBO Pizza contest is the first in the series of lechas come and gone, and even we tures for the spring season sponof the staff were shocked to re- sored by the UNM cultural. comalize that someone had actually mittee.
Nugent covered the Congolese
found 168 mistakes in a week's
wars
of 1961 to 1963, the massacre
worth of LOBO's. But contest
winner M. S. Reynolds didl).'t of the tall Watusi by the Bantu,
stop there, While eating his the Zanzibar Revolution and the
prize, Reynolds noted. that three Rhodesian Federation.
,Admission to the lecture is by
slices of pepperoni were placed
Student
,Activity Ticket, Program
upside doWll, the manu had one
Series
season
ticket, or by inditypographical error, and the
vidual
tickets
available for one
tablecloth was folded incorrectly.
dollar
at
the
door.
For that, he won a free LOBO .

.. * ..

We learned from the Dental Hygiene department chairman, Flora
Stan, that that department is to
be inspected for accreditation
sometime at the beginning of
next month. The girls are busy
cleaning up the place, getting
their ....,cords in order, etc. • • •
and the other day they were seen
on Zimmerman Field practicing
the welcoming ceremonies which
will include a 21-gum salute.

*' * *

ATTENTION STUDENTS!! As
a public service, this column will
begin a special feature to soothe
the aching heart, to comfort tile
lovelorn, to aid those in romantic
distress. Yes, guys and gals, you
are requested to utilize the services of this innovation featuring
useful and informative advice concerning your many problems.
College life is filmed with its ups
and downs, and we of the LOBO
w.ish to do all we can to propa·
gate understanding, happiness,
well-being and cheer to those who
need it most. If you have a prob..Jem, don't let it rot inside-write
it down and send it in. Your problems will help others to solve
theirs. So if you distressed and
depressed (or can't get her undl·cssed( or under duress, or don't
want to suppress, or need a rest,
gets the best, be a guest, not a
pest, join the rest, end your mess

Patronize LOBO Advertisers
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Poverty Official
Will Speak Here

Dr. Lazar has visited and
volved in a demonstration comworked with poverty programs in munity project is Los Angeles
the East and in Appalachia, He is
county,
presently visiting lecturer at the
The lecture is given without
University of Southern California, charge by the Newman Forum.
and has been involved in the de- Other speakers this year will be
velopment and organization of a Douglas Hyde, noted· British aurange of community services in thor and Ann Landers, n&tionally
that area,
syndicated daily columnist,
The speaker was responsible for
the organization and direction of
mental health and special educaThe heart of man is the place
tion services in Nevada, and is the devil dwells in: I feel someexecutive director of the Neu- times a hell within myself, meyer Foundation, which is in- Sir Thomas Browne.

"The Poverty Programs" will
be the subject of a lecture by Dr,
Irving Lazar, consultant to the
Office of Economic Opportunity,
in the Union Ballroom, Feb. 28 at
8 p.m., sponsored by the Newman
Forum.
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means PITCHERS of BEER
with pretzels . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 55c
3:30 p.m. 'til 5:00 p.m.
JOIN OUR STEIN CLUB

I

MADISON, Wis. (CPS) -The
University of Wisconsin faculty
declared in a vote last week that
J(appa Delta sorority must cease
all campus operations by Sept, 15,
1967, unless. it sumbits a certificate of non-discrimination.
The vote approved a recommendation by the Faculty Committee
on Human Rights. The committee

I

OKIE JOE•S

Ron & Roy's

1720 CENTRAL SE

~

...............................,

Student Expelled
For P.E. Failure

....

I

AMHERST, Mass. (CPS) Amherst College has expelled a
junior liberal arts student becau~e
he failed to meet the school's
physical education requirement.
The student, Andres Pinl!:ow1tz,
had been suspended during his
freshman year after he faiiP.d four
classes. He applied for readmission after having been out of
school for a year, but his application was rejected. He applied
again and was allowed to register
the following semester but was
placed on "strict probation.''
When he returned to Amherst,
Pinkowitz had three semesters of
his gym credit left to be fulfilled.
He said he receive«!. credit f!Jr one
semester last spring but "this
fall I didn't g11 at all-1 just let
it slide.''
He was warned in a letter from
the dean last December that his
"negligence" had been considered
in a dean's meeting and that he
might be suspended. Pinkowitz
said he registered for gym the
same day he received the letter.
After attending several classes
Pinkowitz r;aid "I got a cold" and
he didn't go to gym again until
the end of the semester. After
registering for gym for the spring
semester, he attended only a few
classes.
Early in February, Pinkowitz
said he went to see the dean
"about a change of 6Chcdule" and

'
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If you don't get as excited
as major airlines go, theirs is
selective service card or
about Continental Airlines'
not a great big, impersonal one.
birth certificate will do) to:
youth fare plan as the fellow in
So they're not lost in the
Continental
Airline Youth Fare
our ad, that's understandable.
shuffle, and neither are you.
7300 World Way West
After all, other major airlines
Continental's low fares apply
L.A. International Airport
have youth fare plans, too.
all year around (except for a
Los Angeles, Calif. 90274.
And they're all pretty much alike
few days around Thanksgiving,
Then we'll send your card
(all require proof that you are
Christmas, New Years and Easter} by mail.
between 12 and 22, all issue an
on all flights (provided
Or if you prefer, see your
identification card when proof
there is room) to all 22
travel
agent or Continental
is presented, and all charge $3
destinations. We serve Los
ticket agent and buy your card
to issue the card).
Angeles, Chicago, Houston, and
when you buy your ticket
So why use ours?
19 other cities in-between.
One more thing -we honor other
~.ecausti our airline is different.
To buy your Continental "Youth
airl!nes' youth fare cards, too.
On Continental you'll feel more
/H,3o-Go at Half Fare" card now
So
rf you don't have our card, you
comfortable. More at ease.·
send a note wfth your name,
can
still travel for half fare on
These feelings come from the
·address, and birth date;
pride Continental's people hf'lVe :. ·a: $3 check or money order;
our airline. Why not clip the picture
fro~
this ad, and pi<'Jce·it in
in themselves and their airline.
· and some proof of age
a sortable frame.;; as a
They have more pride because,
(photostat of driver's license,
reminder to go Continental.
'
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garding particular circumstances
of its selection procedures.
The local chapter did not submit the reqqired Ce~;tificate I by
the original deadline of Nov. 1,
1964. On Dec. 8, 1964, it did pre:;;ent a locally signed certificate
which included only part of the
wording required by the faculty
committee, accompanied by a letter of protest.
Later the chapter authol'ized
the chapter president to sign the
certificate in full and the faculty
postponed action until Nov, 1,
1965, the date on which a national
officer would have to sign.
During the summer pf 1!165, tbe
Wisconsip chapter and others
worked at the convention to secure the passage of the resolution
that was later deelnred unconstitutional. The resolution came to
a vote as the last item of business
and was adopted by a vote of
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Ia PLANTE GALLERY
Fun Things From

MEXICO ..
3009 Central NE

'ITALIAN DINNERS EXCLUSIVELY

DIAL 344-3182

SOUTHWEST

Reservations Advisable
Dinner 5:00 to 9:30 p.m.
Sunday Dinner Noon to 9 p.m.
Closed Monday

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVJCE
ELECTRIC SHAVER ANP
LIGHTER REPAIR
200 THIRD NW
247-82111

219 CLAREMONT NW

Neat as an arrow,
Strong as a bow . . .
Slacks that

with

FaraPress,"'
by

. WOILO'S, FilS I & FASTE$1
MODEL YL•1
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Always ready to
wear anywhere. Trim, '
youthful styling.
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$7

... .

other
FaraPress
Slacks
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$8 and $9
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BOBBY J'S

i

MOTORCYC.L E
'

6316' DOMINGO' RD.~

-

-

Ne·

SALES

. . ' PHONE .255:.o237 ..

<i

NEXT DOOR TO THE. LOBO THEATER

r•••• , ••.,,. ••••••

TWIN -.JET 100

.~·

133-80. When the vote was an ·
nounced, the national KD president announcer her decision to
declare the whole motion unconstitutional.
Since the adjournment of the
convention, the Wisconsin ~;hapter
has unsuccessfully attempted to
change the president's ruling and
has proceeded to operate its chap.
ter business in accordance with
the ritual approved by the convention vote and the non-discriminatory rules handed down by the
U.W faculty. ·

•••, ••••••• 1111• . . . . .

-

YAMAHA

The BaPtist Married Students
will meet Feb. 26, 7:30p.m., Room
350 C of the Union. A lecturediscussion will be held by Jim
McKinnon on the topic "One
Tenth Lef!s ln¢oine and Taxes.''

·'

~--

'<"
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when he entered the office, the
dean looked up and said, "I'm
sorry to meet you under such unpleasant circumstances. You have
been dismissed from school.''
The dismissal has created something of a stir on the Amherst
campus, and faculty and student
groups are organizing to defend
Pinkowitz. President Calvin H.
Plimpton made an unscheduled
chapel talk last week in which
he explained why Pinkowitz, with:
out naming him p~rsonally, baa
been dismissed.
One of the key issues in the
controversy bas . become whether
the school should require physical
education or not, and the faculty
has debated that question at
length in the past two weeks.
No decision is seen as likely
soon.

reported that all registered socilll
organizations on the campus, including 3(} fraternities and 15
sororities, except Kappa Delta
have submitted the required certificates.
The faculty voted in May, 1964,
to require a non-discriminatory
certificate, called "Certificate I,"
from all campus social organizations. Certificate I requires the
signatures of both local and national officers.
The certificate that the organization has "no provision in the
national or local constitution, bylaws, ritual, or any other controlling rules which require the
student membership to refrain
from considering for membership,
pledging, electing, or initiating
any students to membership on account of race, color, creed, or national origin." The certificate also
states that there are no provisions in any local or national
rules "which indicate or imply
that any person should be considered socially or personally unacceptable as a member because
of his race, color, creed or national origin.''
Faculty officials said the deadline for Kappa Delta's signing
was set at Sept. 15, 1967, to give
local KD officers another opportunity to change the position of
the national officers at the next
Kappa Delta national convention,
scheduled for the summer of 1967.
"We wish to make it clear," the
human rights committee report to
the faculty said, "that the action
recommended is intended to put
Tau chapter (the Madison chapter) of Kappa Delta on notice now
and to terminate Kappa Delta's
presence on this campus . automatically on Sept. 15 ,1967, if a
properly signed Certificate I has
not been submitted before that
time.''
The Committee pointed out in
its report that the Wisconsin
chapter of the sorority had made
strenuous efforts to change the
national officers' position. A resolution, supported by the Wisconsin
t'hapter, empowering national
Kappa Delta executive officers to
sign certificates of non-discrimination was adopted at the national convention last July, but
was declared unconstitutional by
the national 1Jresident.
For several years, the committee report said, Kappa Delta, especially the national office, had
failed to cooperate with the university in the field of human
rights.
The committee reported that its
difficulties with the sorority
started in 1963 when, or onders
from its national, the Wisconsin
chapter failed to submit a required questionnaire on membership selecti.on policies. On orders
from the national it also refused
to answer a series of questions re-
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Married Baptists

Non-discrimination Is Demanded

TG IF Time Every Friday
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Redskin's l-lopes Raised
picked to win the We~te'rn Ath
T~e Red.~km~ have four game~, Utes are also hitting from the
letic Conference title can just
mc~u~~ ~post sea~on action, field at .490 per cent which is just
about spring the big e;t boo u
rea . . e eam scormg record above the .487 mark set in 1962
1hpomts. T~eJ;~~ific .scor•"fng
set in WAc histor/~his weike:d
Chambers continues to dominat~
if they can knock off w omi
·
a~ canne
pomts or almost every category of Redskin
this Friday and New Mexi~o s~': ~! 6 ~i P:~=t per conte~t av!rage, statistics as the 61-point Arizona
urd&y in games that are both be
wen : . \ a;erage :n hJstory, weekend boosted his average to
ing played on the Utes'·. horn; ord s:tt~~: as
h89.9 rec- ~5.2 .. Four other Utes are averag~ourt. Game time for each tussle aged betterm: ~ SOa fi ast:aver- mg m d<!uble~ figures for the 23
1s 8 p.m.
b
. .
a .·
ve lmes, games wJth R1chard Tate- at 13.4,
The Redskins lead the league a~!r~~
first t•me they have George Fisher at 13.3, Mervin
with a 5-2 mark followed by Ari- have feen h:l~ ~~- AU opponents Jackson at 10.0 and Lyndon Maczona at 4-3. However two of the night and Ut h .76·0 pm~ts ~el! Kay at 10.3. Chambers continues
Utes' last three a.:nes
a Is wmnmg Its to lead -in rebounding with 10.4
horne while the ~ildcatsar~a~; f:=~~ trs:O~;:~~~gteh of ;~·7, th: takedo~s a contest with Fisher
three on the road. Mathematically,
e · mar · averagmg 9.5.
several clubs can still win it but
if the Utes can come out ~lean
this weekend, they should have
the crown wrapped up.
~oach Jack Gardner is quick to
pomt out, however, that beating
PHOENIX Utah's
Jerry backed into the lead in team deeither Wyoming or New Mexico is Cha~bers has taken over the f~nse, as New Mexico, the prea tough chpre and that no one scormg lead in the We-stern Ath- VJous leader, left the gate wide
can start counting any eggs.
Wyoming looked tremendous in letic Conference following last open in a humiliating 85-104 Lobo
loss to Wyoming at Laramie.
knocking off New Mexico 104-85 week's league g~mes
Sco
·n
·
Despite their loss of two con.
last Friday and the Cowboys at
61. pom~ on a two- ference
~w'fn
games last week, the Brigarne
3-3 are still a real factor in the
race.
~in man !i;~t~h!~=~~h~rt~!:~ ~:m ~ung ~ougars still lead
e co erence m scoring with an
If the Redskins could win their boosted his average to 27 1 to
· ' ,
average of 87.3 points per game.
remai'!ing four games against move ahead of Ar"z
Wyommg, N~w Mexico, Seattle, Freddie ~~s (26.4) 1a~~aB~~~;: ~tr~w!~ ~;o~y:~~g84.6 , cJosely
5
Y oung's D1ck Nemelka (25 7)
and the last b1g one against BYU
• · ·
they could come out with a 22-5
New leaders emerged in 'two
In ~ames Friday, third-place
re_cord whi~h would be, percentage o~her statistical categories. Ted Wyommg (3·3? will invade Utah,
~se, the siXth best won-loss mark
~1ckett, Arizona, mpved up front an~ New MeXIco (2·4) will meet
ln the school's history. This, with m field goal percentages (.527), !rJgham !oung (3-4) in Provo.
a club that nearly everyone picked and Leon Clark
Wyoming
Ute VJctory would clinch at
as second division material
g~abbed the ·lead i~ rebounding: least a share of the title for Coach
. This is the big weekend at Ute- with an average of 11.3 grabs per
vdle. and if ~hey can win these game.
two It could give Jack Gardner his
F~eddie Lewis, Arizona State,
seventh NCAA tournament ball
contmues
to head the list in free
club in 13 years at Utah.
throw percentages, having hit 84.l
Utah's two senior big men
per cent from the line.
George Fisher and Jerry Cham~
~wis racked 31 points against
. Russia's greatest woman violinhers ~re aming the top five in BrJgham
Y (lung and 23 against Is~, :Madame Nelli Shkolnikova,
Red!!k•n ca-reer and single season ~tab to maintain
his steady scorWl\l p-resent a -recital at UNM
scormg records and have at least
m.g
pa~e. ~emelka had difficulty
Thursday, Feb. 24, at 8:15 p.m.
f?ur games left to climb even
wdh his a1m in the first half
h•eh!'r.
Madame Shkolnikvva ami her
against Arizona State and hit
. Chambers needs 33 points to only twice, but recovered with a ~ccompanist Madame Ljuba y edtie Art Bunte's record as the third 16-point splurge in the second lma, have toured extensively in
all-time single season scorer. half. He scored 31 against Ari- Norway, Yugoslavia, East GerBunte scored 614 points in 1955-56 zon_a the following night to re- m_any, Australia, Bulgaria and
and Chambers climbed to 581 after mam a strong contender in the Fmland.
the Arizona trip.
Her program will include sehot three-cornered race.
lections
of Bach, Kuss, Beethoven,
Fisher is threatening Bunte's
Clark
displaced
B:righam
Sz~manowski
and Shostakovich~aree! record of 1152 points which
Young's Craig Raymond, who
Is third best since 1947. Fisher ~ropped to fifth place in rebound- Tztganov. ,
has tanked 1113 points and still Ing as a result of being outThe concert will be held in the
has at least four games left to man('uvered at both Tempe and Recital Hall at the UNM Fine
break the mark. Chambers is Tucson.
Arts Center. Seating is limited
close on Fisher's heels with 1089
and, though there is no admission
an~ curren.tly stands fifth as the
Combining timely scoring with charge, tickets should be picked
Arizona trip boosted his two-seaup at the Fine Arts Ticket Booth
son total past Vern Gardner's strong defense, the Arizona Wild- from 10 a.m. to noon and from
ca~ ha_ve become the biggest surfour-season mark of 1081 .
prtse m the Western Athletic 1 .to 2:30 p.m. today. The booth
. Chambers has eyes on breaking Conference basketball race.
wd~ also be open until 8 p.m.
tomght.
hJs ov.rn field goal percentage record of -560 which he set last . Although picked for sixth place
season. Curr:ntiy, he is hitting m a pre-season poll, the amazing
~! a ·5'!3 c1Ip. He is averaging C;'lts ( 4-3) are only one game beAnnual Spring Tea
2?· 2 pomts per game, the third hmd league-leading Utah (5·2 )
The
•. Kappa Dames Club will
highest
average
in Utah h"IS t Ory but must play their last thre~ hold Its annual spring tea Satl'
.
conference
games
on
the
road.
All
an d . 1s Jsted behind only Bill
Utah's remaining games are urday, Feb. 26, at the home of
~1eGtll who holds the record at of
Dr. and Mrs. James Cooper 7313
o8.8 and the second mark at 27.8 at home,
pm
Gladden NE, from 2 to
two wins last week. the Cats All ll}arried women and wives· of
h
e Utah an_d Brigham young to marrred students are invited to
68 and 62 pomts respectively, and attend.
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Thursday, February 24, 1966

.Teacher Interviews
Conducted at UNM
School officials from Arizona
California, and New Mexico will'
be at UNM conducting teacher
i~terviews during the first two
weeks of March at the l'lacement
Bureau on campus.
l'ublic school systems to be represented
are:
Belen
Public
Schools, March 2; Office of Economic Opportunity, Operation
Head Start, Window Rock, Ariz.,
March 2; Cajon Valley Union
School District, El Cajon, Calif.,
March 3, 4; Indio School District
Calif., March 3; Palm Spring~
School District, Calif., March 3;
Sacramento School District, calif.,
March 3; El Rancho United School
District, Rico· Riviera, Calif.,
March 4.
Porterville High School, Calif.,

Violinist Will Appear
In Concert at UNM

YOUR PERSONAL
SERVICE

,55 n·u
FOR SALE
. ICK Tudor, $175.00. Anytime alter
5 p.m. call 247•46'72. 307 \!, Stanford SE.
.
2/23, 24, 25.
GOb OD used .lurnitu~e. made by Drexel; 1
edroorn ~ltJte, 1 d1nmg room suite, one
small cab1net. Cdll :R. D. Norman· office
277•3205 or home, 256-6577.
2i23-3/10
PERSONALS
.
FLYING--Flying at the cost ot sharing
expenli<)S (abO'!t $5.00 per hour). LEARN
the ~11 b""w'"" of H•li'ht tlteory and application
a
ade Helm, 247-1125.
'
SERVlCES
TYPEWRITER salea & .•repair. Speeial
:rates to UNM students on all maehin""
F r~ pickup & deliveey. .E & .E Typo:
wr•ter Betvice'. 2217 Coal Slil, phone 243•
O5as.
PERSONAt..lZED and crt!ative alterations
and rdtyling, Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hiover, 207 Stanford SE ( cl011e to Unlver•
~ ty), Pltollt! 242-7633,
··

.
Ghono Coup S
.een
AsHeIpt0 Afnco
ByU•S• Reporter
0

SEE INDIANS MAKE
TURQUOISE JEWELRY

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE

Central E., Albuquerque, Now Meidco' I'
Phone 242-0096

.

.:

Your Texaco Star Dealer

Summer Chaperones
Are Wanted by AFS

~.

,:,··

UNM students are being canvassed for possible chaperones
for the American Field Service
bus trips scheduled across the
country each summer.
Students must be at least 21 or
seniors in college. They will accompany 35 or 45 foreign students
who have spent the current academic year as seniors in American high schools.
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8est Dresse

3009 Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

Kathleen Rail, 5-foot 8-inch
representative of Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority, won the UNM
"Best Dressed" contest Thursday
night in the Kiva.
The contest was sponsored on

FREE PARKING

s~
Finest
Permanent Press Slacks
you can buy

0ffW~m m~~w
~ffi@~~~~

ptg~
'

~.

Waisls 28" to 44"
lengths 28" to 34"

KATHLEEN ltALL was named
Best Dressed Girl at UNM by
the Theta Sigma J>hi national
journalism honorary last night.
Miss Rail is a Kappa Kappa
Gamma. (LOBO photo by Ken•
dall.)

Membership in the Amsrican Gem
Society signifies seleplsd jewelers with
professional gemological !raining coni·
binod wilh high ethicall!landards.

IUTTERFIElO • • • 23t2 CENTRAL SE • •

OPPOSITE UNM CAMPUS

O\

DIAL 247-4347
.
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Republicans

"A BLACK MAN KNOCKS ON the door of a white man in South
Africa. The door is locked and the white man on the inside calls
out, "who is there?' The answer is 'You'll never find out unless
you open the doors!" This was one of the things that Newsweek
corsespondent John Peer Nugent told the audience in the Union

Interesting Things From

.Grass Will Grow,
Trees to Spread,
Plans the Planner

·.,.....

'

Colors: OliYe-Biue, Blue·Grcen, Cloy,
Charcoal, Faded Blue, Boigc,
Char-Brown, Pewlor, Block

Naiionally Adverli<ed in Seven·
leen, l!lgenue, Modern Bride.
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He's Back!

It's all for the students _ the
new landscaping between the
By BAUBARA E. WARNE
Chinese influence is one of the Pnion and Mesa Vista dormitory,
greatest dangers for the future of that is.
Africa said John Peer Nugent,
The first of next week the HesNewsweek's Africa correspondent seden Construction co. of A:tbulast night in the ballroom.
querque will begin work on the
"The Chinese have been hungry
landscaping of the area between
for Mrica for a long time," said Mesa Vista dorm and the Union.
Nugent.
The $120,000 project w'ill be
"Five men trained in Cuba went carried in three phases, "to al·
into the bush country in Zanzibar
hlw pedestrian traffic to continue'
with 45 men and two weeks later through the area and cause a
took over the country."
minimum amount of disturance
Nugent, who was there at the
on campus."
time, said that the new governThe present pavement will be
_ ___:..(C_on_t_i_n_u_ed_o_n...:pc..a..::g:...e;...3:.:):.__ _ _ _ _~(.:C.:.o:::nt.::i:::n.u:.:e:.d.::o.::n~p:::a~g::.:e::..::3)~--

OLD TOWN

This masterful fabric of doubleplied, vat-dyed fibers, looks
luxurious, wears long.

CLi\SSIFIED ADVERTISING ltATES.
4 line ad. 65~-4 tim · $2 oo 1 . 1•
must be stib •tt·' b es,
· • nsert ons
bl" •
m• "" Y noon on day before
ll_U •cat19n. to Room 159, Student PublicatJOns Buddmg. Phone 277·4002 or 217-4102.
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Friday, February 25, 1966

The Eliseo Vivas Chapter of
Young Americans for Freedom
will have a meeting tonight at
7:30 in the Union. The meeting to
be held in Room 231 D, will f:atture a film entitled "The Berkeley
Revolution," which deals with the
radi~al influence within the University of California campus.
Members of YAF and

Ja":_k Gar~ner's cagers, but .a 'Vyommg triumph would keep Cowboy pennant hopes alive.
In Saturday games New Mexico
will visit Utah, Wyoming will
travel to Grigham Young and Arizona will invade Arizona State.

Due to excessive prayer by'~'
skifans the 69th pnnu·al LOBO
"Its almost spring beer bust has
..~een canceled" Hie!

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR .OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Young Americans
To Meet in Union

Chambers Is Top Scorer
84

EXICOLOBO

March 7; Orange Unified School
District, Calif., March 8; Hanford
Elementary
Schools,
Calif.,
March 9; Alamogordo Public
Schools, March 10; Lovington
Public Schools, Mareh 10; l'atterson Unified School District, Calif.,
March 10; Raton Public Schools
March 11, and Clayton · Publi~
l:)chQols, March 11.

·d

Gove rn 0 r s Race
·.
J

Named Still .Speculative

cOe

·d

this campus by Theta Sigma Phi,
national journalism honorary for
women, for Glamour magazine's
tenth annual "Best Dressed College Girl" contest.
Miss Rail was chosen from 13
semi-finalists. Donna Walton
was in second place and Becky.
Wyman was in third place.
These girls were selected by a
panel of four judges, Dr. Howard Dittmer, professor of bioi·
ogy; Mrs. Margaret Cornell, director of Flair modeling school;
Miss Houghton of the language
department and Tish Granger,
Theta Sigma Pbi.
The girls were graded on a zero
to five point scale. The points
were given on the following
points: appropriateness of dress,
impeccable grooming, good taste
in hair style and makeup use and
poise.
Each girl modeled three outfits, a campus outfit, an off-campus dress, and a party dress.
Some birls chose a long dress and
some cocktail length dresses. Miss
Rall wore a short silvery shiftlike dress with silver sling back
shoes and silver-toned stoekings.
Three pictures of Kathleen
Rail, one in her campus, offcampus and dressy dress, will be
sent to New York for final judging by the editors of Glamour.
The winners of Galmour's
contest will me photographed in
the late spring for Glamour's
August ·College lssue. The first
two weeks in June the "Ten
Best Dressed Coilege Girls"
from atross the country will be
_llown to New York by Glamour.
Th ewinners will be entertained
in a roqnd of parties and will be
introduced to the heads of New
York's · famous fashion and
beauty industries.
This contest will become an annual event under the sponsorship
of Theta Sigma Phi. Next year
organizations can choose their
"Best Dressed" girl in the fall
so that she can benefit from news·
paper pllblicity.

By NOOLEY RE!NHARJl'f

Rtill speculative.
t
L • t
A d
C t
t n erson ar er,
d 1 ovmg kon ha •

Cou. nt to ·Put 81~
Bf s
e ore tudents

By HAZEL
After
passingANN
threeISGAR
pages of
amendments, the Student Senate

~~~~ p~~~edt~~e x~~~~~ae~~o~st~=

dents. The Senate requested that
Student Court place the Bill before the·student body for a referendum vote as soon os possible.
Tom Isgar, proponent of the
plan, said he hoped the referendum and faculty and administrative approval would be complete
in time that the officials elected
in the April 22 election can begin
working under the new system.
The first amendment adopted
provided for the only substantial
change in the original document:
recognized student organizations
will be required to have three·
fourths student members.
The second amendment changed
the Legislature to a body of 25
senators elected at large in two
elections. Twelve senators and the
executive officers, president, vice
president and NSA coordinator,
will be elected in the spring election. Thirteen senators will be

~i~~i¥\¥1~~

votes serving one semester.
,,_
Tom l\1l!lcr, Constitution ReWith the Republican pre-privision Committee chairman, armary nominating convention less
orney, announce as~ wee t at gued that the double elections will
than 24 hours aw.ay,. three candi- he would . oppose
Umted States
Cl m t on p • A n d erson, New help sustain interest in student
dates appear to be in the running S.enator
1
h ·
k
government and provide a con·
•
·
for the guberna.torial nomination. •B extco s1 semor
t"
fso onh w o IS see· •1 tinuni of experience.
A thil•d amendment, introduced
State Rep. Davl.d Cargo has long mg re-e ec 10n, or t at senatorm
been in the contest, Clifford Haw- seat.
by Lynna Joseph, Voice of the
ley· is an announced candidate,
Late Thursday Cargo was Etudents senator, to change the
and today Bob Davidson said he highly critical of Davidosn for grade point requirement for the
"would run if nominated."
not getting into the race sooner. vice president from 2.0 to 2.4,
Cargo has hit the campaign Cargo charged that if Davidson failed upon debate that pointed
trails all across the state and has was really interested and con- out the fallacy of the distinction
been considered. the leading can- cerned about being elected gov- of four tenths of a point.
iddate for the Republican nomi- ernor that he would have found
After the am.endments were acnation if for no other reason than the issues and "talked with the cepted with very little debate,
the legwork he has put in.
_people as I have.''
and the previous question was alDavidson,
immediate
past
Davidson, a local insurance ex- most unanimously passed, the en•
Bernalillo Republican County · e~tive, just returned from
tire Bill No. 27 was adopted with
chairman, did not formally. an- Omaha, Neb., where he got full fewer than ten dissenting votes.
nounce his candidacy. He did, authorization from his company
In other action the Senate voted
however, agree to put it in writ- . to seek the nomination.
to appropriate money for printing
ing (all candidat~iii .are required
Davidson said that he would the law book, approved the apto give. permissio'n ~n. writ in~ ;to. · ·not announce his candidacy for pointment of Mary Louise Kinney
be nommated before. ,'auc~ ..action the gubernatorial nomination be- as vice chairman of the Program
will be accepted) that he is'''iivail· cause he had promise .dthe other Directorate, and referred an Act
able" for the nomination.
two candidates that he would not establishing a leadership commitIf none of the three candidates enter the race.
tee to the Steering Committee.
withdraws before the convention _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.:__ _:::.....::_ _ _...:..._
gets underway tomorrow it could
By the House
be a history making convention
for the GOP. As one political observer put it, "The Republican
convention varies greatly from
the Democratic convention in that
the Democrats often have a problem of selecting from the anBy United Press International
nounced candidates for all offices
CAPITOL
HILL _ The Demowhile the GOP finds it difficult to
cratic
administration
has passed
fill all the positions."·
.
its
first
congre-ssional
test conLate Thursday afternoon concerning
Viet
Nam
policy.
Yestervention plans hit a sour note
when Gover.nor Love of Colorado, day the House voted 350 to 27 for
who was scheduled to deliver the approval of an emergency eco•
keynote address to the convention nomic aid fund for South Viet
announced that "due to a conflict Nam. The amount of supplementin his schedule" he would not be al aid involved. was $415 million.
Not one hostile comment was
able to attend the convention.
The governor's race could be the made on U.S. Viet Nam policy.
only "fight" that the Republicans The measure now goes before the
have in the day long convention. Senate.
A GOl' spokesman said yesterday
that "we will have qualified canBritain May Hold General
didates for all positions."
Election
With fo'rm!!r United States Sen•
LONDON - Informed sout·ces
ator Edwin L. Mechem, former
say
British Prime Minister Wilson
·
governor Tom Bolack, state GOP
chairman Merle Tucker, and two may announce a new general elec•
time congressional hopeful Dr. tion Monday, and they think the
Jack Redman all saying that they most likely date is March 31st.
will not seek office, who the candi· Wilson has just returned from a
dates will be to fi II the ticket is trip to Moscow. The British

$415 Million Economic Aid Bill
For Southeastern Asia Is Approved
Broadcasting Corporation says
th~ Labor .Party has already
prmt?d election. posters but. there
w~sn t an: offictal confirmatiOn of
thJs report.
Doctors To Be Drafted
WASHINGTON-The Defense
Department announced yesterday
that it will require 2,500 physicians to t•eport for military duty
starting in the second half of
this year. As in pt·evious drafts of
doctors, the physicians will given
a chance to volunteer for officer
commissions and' avoid actual induction.
Braves to Play in Atlanta
A federal judge in Houston has
ordered the Braves to play' their
home games in Atlanta this season. Judge James Noel granted
a temporary injunction asked by
the city of Atlanta;
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